FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JUNE 18, 2024

204 Student-Athletes Named to Men’s All-Academic Team
Honored Players Earned a 3.0 GPA or Better in Each School Semester

AMESBURY, Mass. - The Hockey East Association is proud to announce a record 204 student-athletes have been named to the league’s 2023-24 Men’s All-Academic Team. Each student-athlete achieved a grade point average of 3.0 or better in each academic period during which they were actively competing in Hockey East.

Additionally, 17 players, including one goaltender, seven defensemen, and nine forwards earned the prestigious honor of being named Hockey East’s Top Scholar-Athlete, compiling the highest GPA at their position for the season. Those players have been selected to the 2023-24 Hockey East Academic All-Star Team.

Twelve players reached “Distinguished Scholar” status in 2023-24, having qualified for the All-Academic team in each of four seasons of varsity play, and 11 more have been recognized for a fifth year of academic excellence. 28 others are three-time honorees.

2023-24 Hockey East All-Academic All-Star Team

Boston College (16)
Colby Ambrosio
Jamie Armstrong
Jacob Bengtsson
Paul Davy
Lukas Gustafsson
Oskar Jellvik
Jan Korec
Ryan Leonard
Jack Malone
Alex Musielak
Gabe Perreault
Mike Posma
Eamon Powell
Gentry Shamburger
Will Smith
Will Traeger

Boston University (15)
Aiden Celebri
Macklin Celebri
Nick Frechette
Ty Gallagher
Henry Graham
Doug Grimes
Jack Harvey
Nick Howard
Shane Lachance
Max Lacroix
Case McCarthy
Jack Page
Sam Stevens
Liam Walsh
Luke Tuch
Cad Webber

UConnect (9)
Oliver Flynn
Tabor Haslip
Andrew Lucas
Thomas Messineo
Joe Muldoone
Jacob Percival
Harrison Rees
Arseeni Sergiev
Bauer Swift

Massachusetts (22)
Connor Andreolewicz
Luke Antonacci
Grayson Aromt
Albin Boja
David Breazeale
Lynden Breen
Anthony Calaforre
Aidan Carney
Brandon Chabrier
Thomas Freed
Colin Hanson
Brandon Holt
Liam Lesakowski
Parker Lindauer
Josh Nadeau
Bodie Nye
Victor Ostman
Reid Pabich
Ben Poisson
Nolan Renwick
Sullivan Scholle
Harrison Scott
Felix Trudeau
Donavan Villeneuve

Massachusetts (cont.)
Sebastian Tomqvist
Ryan Ukko

UMass Lowell (25)
Mitchell Becker
Dillin Bentley
Ben Brunette
Adan Cardona
Owen Cole
Jack Collins
Mark Cooper
Matt Crasa
Breandan Engum
Filip Fornaa Svensson
Nick Granowicz
Jonathan Hori
Isac Jonsson
Sean Kilcullen
Ben Meehan
Iaiden Moriello
Edvard Nordlund
Shawn O’Donnell
Stefan Owens
Luke Pavich
Alex Peterson
TJ Schweighardt
Jake Stella
Scott Truman
Henry Welsch

Merrimack (21)
Adam Arvedson
Ethan Bono
Zach Bookman
Nikita Borodaenko
Ben Brer
Ty Daneault
Liam Dennison
Frank Durasavice
Filip Forsmark
Mark Gallant
Trevor Griebel
Mark Hillier
Bradley Hunter
Devlin O’Brien
Hugo Olasz

Merrimack (cont.)
David Sacco
Chase Stevenson
Max Watfli
Luke Weilandt
Mac Welsher
Tyler Young

New Hampshire (13)
Jack Bababbage
Nick Caffarelli
Jeremy Forman
Alex Gagne
Raphael Gaughan
Jakob Helisten
Luis Linder
Conor Lovett
Tyler Muszelik
Luke Reid
Jason Siedem
Connor Sweeney
Ronan Walsh

Northeastern (22)
Vinny Borgesi
Alex Campbell
Harrison Chesney
Matt Choupani
Patrick Dawson
Matt Demelis
Jackson Dorrington
Brett Edwards
Michael Fisher
Kyle Furey
Dylan Hryckowian
Anthony Messuri
Andy Moore
Billy Norcross
Michael Outzen
Sean Kilcullen
Jack Babbage
Tyler Collins
Nick Crasa
Dawson Good
Jack Collins
Matthew Staudacher
Liam Walsh
Rito Walton
Cameron Whitehead
Jack Williams

Providence (13)
John Driscoll
Jamie Engelbert
Taige Harding
Matt Hubbarde
Cal Kieflak
Luke Krys
Cam McDonald
Craig Needham
Nick Poisson
Will Schimek
Bennet Schimek
Philip Svedeback
Chase Yoder

Vermont (24)
Nick Ahearn
Eli Barnett
Raffles Bergman
Jeremy Bucheler
Gabe Carriere
Matt Cato
Matoe Dixon
Zach Dubinsky
Mario Gasparini
Dawson Good
Massimo Lombardi
Joel Maatta
Connor Mackenzie
Axel Mangbo
Ryan Moio
Luca Munzenberger
Duncan Ramsay
Jens Richards
Daniel Sambuco
Thomas Sinclair
Timofei Spivak
Chris Theodore
Philip Tomquist
Will Zepanick

** two-time honoree
*** three-time honoree
^ Top Scholar Athlete (Highest GPA in Hockey East)
D: Ryan Ufko
F: Luke Weilandt
D: Michael Fisher
D: Alexander Outzen
D: Billy Norcross
D: Jack Collins
D: Brian Babcock
D: Grant Riley
F: Grant Riley
F: Michael Cameron
F: Christian Sanda
F: Jonathan Horn
F: Ben Brer
F: Liam Dennison
F: Mark Gallant
F: Chase Stevenson
F: Luke Weilandt

2023-24 Hockey East All-Academic All-Star Team

G: Grant Riley, Northeastern
D: Jacob Bengtsson, Boston College
D: Brandon Holt, Maine
D: Aaron Bohlinger, Massachusetts
D: Samuli Niinisaari, Massachusetts
D: Mark Cooper, UMass Lowell
D: Max Watfli, Merrimack
D: Michael Fisher, Northeastern
F: Thomas Freel, Maine
F: Michael Cameron, Massachusetts
F: Christian Sanda, Massachusetts
F: Jonathan Horn, UMass Lowell
F: Ben Brer, Merrimack
F: Liam Dennison, Merrimack
F: Mark Gallant, Merrimack
F: Chase Stevenson, Merrimack
F: Luke Weilandt, Merrimack
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